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Abstract
Lately, artificial intelligence has suddenly come to the foreground as one of the most
important technologies changing the future of computer usage not only for companies
but also for the public at large. Press articles and Public Relations from companies
paints a picture of powerful systems that are now able to do anything, replacing doctors,
translating from any language to any other language, autonomously driving vehicles even
in dense city traffic, and so on. We see a real `gold rush’ going on with major companies,
particularly those that thrive on the opportunities provided by the internet and ubiquitous
telecommunication (Google, Microsoft, Facebook, Twitter, IBM, etc.), investing heavily in
artificial intelligence and its applications.
This talk will take a critical look at these developments. Has artificial intelligence really
reached the zenith of achievement that futurologists and press seem to believe? There
have been serious breakthroughs - so, what are they? But what are the limitations
of current artificial intelligence? How can they be overcome, indeed, if they can be
overcome at all? Do we need to get worried about artificial intelligence becoming too
powerful for the good of humanity? What is the impact on democracy? How will it impact
the economy of the future? What is the impact on the unique human qualities that make
our lives worth living: friendship, empathy, creativity, social cohesion?
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